
 



 
 

SPELLING NOTE 
 
Throughout this and all Impeccable Warrior of Light materials, you will find that many words are 
spelled, capitalized, or punctuated in what appears to be an unusual manner, e.g. All-Ways, re-
member or Beauty-full. These are not errors, but are purposefully used by Peace Mother to give 
Power and emphasis to the meaning of the word. Each word emits its own energetic vibration and 
when combined with the intent of the user, can bring a new level of meaning to the reader, even if 
on a sub-conscious level.  
 
Words carry within their letters the secrets of their fuller meaning and can, to those who are open 
to receiving this information, reveal the Sacred Truths contained within them. Being an 
independent spirit, Peace Mother believes in spelling words according to the greater meaning She 
is imparting. She feels it is an Excellent way to loosen the chains that enslave the mind to the 
hypnotic trance of preconditioning by society. By reading Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings 
with fresh eyes and an open Heart, you will receive all the Blessings contained within.  
 

ABOUT PEACE MOTHER GEETA SACRED SONG 
 

Peace Mother Geeta Sacred Song is recognized as a Peace Shaman, EnLightened Master 
Healer, and embodiment of the Divine Mother of the Universe. Trained in Mayan Soul Retrieval 
by Don Jacinto Tzab Chac, one of Mexico’s most Power-full Mayan Shamans, the Holy Mother 
is globally recognized as a Miraculous, Divine Being who has been donated to transmit Peace, 
Healing and EnLightenment to humanity through Her thunderous Prayer Songs, Sacred 
Ceremonies and Wisdom Teachings.  

 
Before apprenticing to Don Jacinto, Holy Mother immersed Herself in the Sacred Mantras of 

India and the Spiritual Practices outlined by Her Gurus. Through the Benevolent Grace 
bequeathed by Her Teachers, Peace Mother mastered the Healing Power of Sacred Sound to the 
highest degree. Peace Mother credits Her Gurus and the Mayan Shamanic Lineage for the 
Miraculous Power that flows through Her. 
 
All Holy Mother’s books and recordings, along with Her Holy Shaktipat Limpia Prayers and 
other Impeccable Warrior of Light Training Tools are saturated with a frequency that mystically 
uplifts us to a stronger, truer connection with our Angels, Spirit Guides and Divine Protectors. 
Infused with Her Divine Blessings, all Her Sacred Tools, Works and Training brim with the 
power to heal, protect, uplift and inspire. 

  



SPIRITUAL PROTECTION: THE KEY TO A GOLDEN MODERN LIFE 
 

 
 
“We are all psychic beings…Perfect psychic instruments that receive vibrations every moment of 
the day and night. We receive impressions from the seen world such as the dear ones who are 
thinking about us, the people we work with, people we cross in the street or in the grocery store, 
people who resonate with us and those who don’t. These beings are each carrying some form of 
psychic baggage, and when they cross your path they can project onto you their limited thought 
patterns, fears, judgments, criticisms, envy or jealousy. Negative energies can easily jump from 
one host to another, so there are many ways others can transfer negative vibrations onto you. 

 
We are also receiving impressions from the unseen world of Ancestors, Angels, Spirit Guides, 

ghosts, spirits, demons, and many other realms. If you were not brought up with the Awareness of 
the myriad forms of energy that live alongside us, it’s very easy to slip into denial or amnesia 
about these things. However, to succeed in Life we must walk with FULL Awareness: with 
Impeccable Focus and Attention to our surroundings and the constant stream of activity that is 
affecting us.”  

~ Peace Mother Geeta Sacred Song 
 
 

UNDERSTANDING OUR TRUE NATURE 
 

It is important to comprehend that we as human beings are created as finely-tuned psychic 
instruments. Regardless of whether we are conscious of it or not, we are constantly receiving and 
responding to the vibrations and energies around us. If we feel stressed after working in a tense 
environment or angry after someone is harsh with us, we are acting upon the energies and 
vibrations we have un-consciously picked up. For example, if we see an image of a sunny beach 
with turquoise waters, our body will tend to relax and our facial expression will soften. In such a 
healing environment, our mind can easily move into a positive, optimistic outlook. On the other 
hand, when we watch a violent story on the news, we are exposed to the negative energies of the 
beings involved and the affected space. On a subtle level we can feel anxious, depressed, 
pessimistic or fearful.  
 
There are limitless ways that energy can affect us, yet most of us have not been taught techniques 
to protect our mind, body and spirit against the many negative influences and obstacles that are 
attempting to obstruct our Light Nature. As a society, we have “forgotten” the ancient techniques 
used throughout history by the EnLightened heroic Warriors of Light to master the Protection of 
the mind, body and spirit. 
 

WE ARE BORN TO BE IMPECCABLE WARRIORS OF LIGHT 
 
Every one of us is a Heroic Being on a Sacred Journey. Within us and every being, there is a core 
desire to live an expanded, Radiant and Golden Life – a Life filled with Light, Love, Peace, 
Harmony, Happiness and all the other Golden Virtues that enrich Life. To accomplish this, we 
each have a Divine Team of Divine Protectors who are always guiding us to this Highest State. 
Intuitively, our inner voice, our Soul knows that we are meant to live a Golden Life of Great 
Potential, where we live our Brightest Destiny and continually experience Supreme Bliss, Soul-
Balance, Wholeness, Prosperity and Peace. 
 



However, as much as we desire to experience this, our day-to-day experience often falls short of 
this ideal. As layer upon layer of dark forces infiltrate our energetic field, they affect our physical 
health, emotional balance, and perspectives, which become rigid and defensive. Through lack of 
sufficient Spiritual Protection we can experience myriad forms of suffering in ourselves and 
others, including: 
 

• Mental imbalance, depression, addictions and suicidal urges 
• Resentment, regrets, anger, shame and hatred towards others and one-self 
• Lack of Harmony in our home, family and relationships 
• Chains of bad luck and/or repeating limiting cycles and patterns 
• Lack of progress and fulfillment in career, finances, Love or Spiritual Life 
• Insomnia, insecurity, fear, phobias and other syndromes 
• Illness and health issues 
• Lack of Joy, energetic fatigue, discouragement, depletion, overwhelm, weakness, and 

other forms of heaviness that drain our Enthusiasm and Appreciation for Life 
 
Without Awareness of the basic principles of Spiritual Protection, you may have accepted 
suffering conditions as just “part of life.” However, it is not so! The root cause of all forms of 
suffering is dark forces, the negative energies which create Soul-fragmentation and then feed on 
humanity’s suffering. By learning how they drain, distract, entangle and imprison you, it is 
possible to break free with the implementation of Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools and 
Training! 
 
Peace Mother writes:  

“We can refer to them as demons, shadows, inner enemies, thieves, psychic intruders...or any 
other name. The name is not as important as is the Awareness that these negative energies are 
totally committed to creating as many limitations and obstacles in your Life as possible. Their 
over-all goal is to keep you in Shamanic Amnesia and they accomplish this by imposing upon 
you a feeling of separation from your Divine Light Essence.” 
 
By understanding this and by implementing the Impeccable Warrior of Light Spiritual Protection 
Tools, you can begin to recognize the dark forces at the root cause of your suffering. Identifying 
these aggressive forces is the first step and the second step is to remove them from your Life. 
Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools and Training provide you many ways to accomplish this.  
 

ANCIENT PROTECTION PRACTICES FOR MODERN TIMES 
 
There are constant new developments in technology and unending distractions available in our 
modern world. In today’s modern society, we are exposed to myriad forms of negativity, 
violence, destruction and other forms of suffering. At times it may feel like we are entering new 
territory as a society in terms of acquiring and maintaining our own Health, Balance, Peace and 
Soul Success. However, it is helpful to remember that throughout history people have lived 
through times of great chang, including war, famine, violence, and many other types of troubles. 
Even during these tumultuous periods in human history, there have been Heroic Beings, Saints, 
Spiritual leaders and Visionaries who overturned the commonly accepted limiting beliefs of 
society. Through their fearless stance, they created cosmic shifts in humanity’s consciousness. 
 

Peace Mother writes in the Impeccable Warrior of Light book, “Since the beginning of Time, 
there have been Impeccable Warriors of Light in every Spiritual tradition. The Impeccable 
Warrior of Light lives in a Conscious state...truly accepting and experiencing Life as a Sacred 



Being on a Sacred Journey. The Impeccable Warrior of Light knows they are assisted by a 
Timeless, Compassionate Wisdom that whole-heartedly supports them. A vital part of that Divine 
Support is the existence of Golden Tools and Training for protecting our Light and eradicating 
dark energy.” 
 

Throughout the ages, The EnLightened Masters, Saints, Mystics, Yogis, Shamans and other 
Impeccable Warriors of Light were able to master inner Peace and the secrets of Spiritual success 
even while living amidst terrible conditions. Even though our outer journey takes place in our 
modern times, the inner journey is a universal one. 
 

IS SPIRITUAL PROTECTION REALLY NECESSARY? 
 

Peace Mother writes: 
“In my younger years, I often wondered if the numerous forms of dark energy I saw portrayed 

in television programs, books, and around me really existed. At that point of my Soul Evolution, I 
feared the idea of evil existing, so instead of becoming knowledgeable of the vital role of 
Spiritual Protection, I ignored my Divine Inner Guidance. What you resist, persists! Due to my 
denial of the presence and power of sabotaging forces, I remained an easy target for malicious 
forces.  

 
“Doubts regarding mastering the most basic of Spiritual principles (protection of your spirit) 
create laziness and carelessness. Luminous action aligns you with the Light, and the lack of such 
Sacred action leaves you totally vulnerable to attack. Know that you are not alone in this 
experience. No matter whom our Teachers, Gurus or Masters are, regardless of which Holy 
Books we consider Sacred, no being is immune to psychic attack. The Masters would not be 
writing about the all-important Protection Tools available if they had not also experienced battles 
with the dark side.” 

 
The Good news is, just as there are many ways that negative energies attack, there are Excellent 
Tools and Practices you can count on to banish menacing forces. Just as the Masters of Light 
have done, you too can replace harm-full energies with Positive Principles and Brilliant Light. 
Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools help you connect with the forms of Grace available to 
you…and the more you implement the Sacred Tools and align with the Light, the more you CAN 
experience miraculous new realities! 
 

“Everyone relates to the Forces of Light and Goodness by different names. Whether you call 
your source of higher inspiration Spirit, God, Higher Self, Mother Earth, Angels, or any other 
name, do not let it dissuade you from mastering the UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES that provide 
Spiritual Protection. Regardless of our Path, we all hear inner voices…some urging us towards 
the Noble, Bright Path, while others attempt to push us down the low road in Life’s decisions. 
Throughout every day and night, each of us will constantly hear both the voice of evil and the 
voice of the Goodness within. The Key to Peace and Healing is to constantly cast out dark 
thoughts, images and urges…by taking refuge in your Divine Team of Protectors.” 

 
“Once you are equipped with Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools and Techniques, you will 

have the Spiritual Confidence and Wisdom to defeat evil whenever it attempts to block your 
Radiant Light. Any time negative forces attempt to attack you or affect one of your dear ones, 
you will know how to call forth Grace, so you and your Divine Protectors can swiftly turn danger 
or obstacles into a Triumph for your Inner Light.” 

 



 
GOLDEN SOLUTIONS, A GOLDEN LIFE 

 
The science of Spiritual Protection truly works, as evidenced by the following stories: 

When K.’s 8 year old son began to speak of killing himself, school authorities advised her to 
place him in therapy, warning that if he persisted with this attitude, he would be expelled or they 
would order mandatory psychiatric therapy. She discussed the case with Holy Mother and Holy 
Mother explained that the sinister dark forces that were pushing the child towards suicide would 
not allow the child to choose an infusion of Light. Instead Holy Mother recommended that some 
remote Holy Shaktipat Limpias be done for the child so that layers of entities would be removed, 
allowing the child to be open to the Soul cleansing sessions. After this was done, the child 
suddenly asked his mother if she could take him to see Peace Mother. During the Holy Shaktipat 
Limpia prayers, while his eyes were closed, he saw Mayan Pyramids, Mayan symbols and some 
past Life scenes of his Mayan incarnations. He left the session re-connected with Spirit, his 
Angels and Divine Protectors and free of the suicide demon.  

S. was constantly belittled by her boss and her work was reduced until she was finally fired from 
her position. S. had lots of Faith and was working hard, but found herself with no resources and 
jobless after decades of service. S. prayed to God for a position and found a part-time role that 
would help her cover the bills. During this time, she met a student of Peace Mother’s who gave 
her The Impeccable Warrior of Light book and the Blessed Shamanic Healing Rattle. She was 
instructed to begin clearing her home every day with the Shaman’s Healing Rattle and to 
implement the practices outlined in the book. Within weeks, she received two calls from 
prospective employers. Her church pastor also took her aside and offered her an opportunity to 
serve in additional mission work. 

S. was also living in a crime-ridden neighborhood and wanted to move out, but didn’t have the 
finances. After months of daily Spiritual Protection work, a friend offered her an extra job that 
included housing. Her goal had been to move to a bigger apartment, but the Grace she generated 
with the Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools and Training granted her a larger gift: a house! 

B. was entering a new career and despite applying to one place after another, never received a call 
for a single interview. He was living with his sister, who heard about Peace Mother and began 
offering Seva (volunteering) for Impeccable Warrior of Light projects. At that time, B. wasn’t 
interested in hearing about Impeccable Warrior of Light, but his sister included him in her Prayers 
and Spiritual Protection work. After a few weeks of her implementing the Impeccable Warrior of 
Light Tools, his luck changed for the better, in a big way. Although he had gone a year and a half 
of no replies to his applications, he suddenly received two job offers a week apart!   

H. began offering Seva for Impeccable Warrior of Light and implementing the Spiritual 
Protection practices outlined in the Impeccable Warrior of Light book. By practicing the science 
of conducting remote Spiritual Protection for his family members and friends and by generating 
Grace for himself and all his loved ones, he saw a stream of Positive changes in their lives. For 
example, one relative who had struggled with weight loss and negative attitudes for decades 
experienced a shift in perspective and was able to lose 60 pounds! 

During a Holy Shaktipat Limpia session with the Holy Mother, T. mentioned that she longed to 
join the Yucatan Pilgrimage to the Mayan Pyramids but did not have the funds, and also feared 
her boss would reject her request for time-off from work. Holy Mother urged T. to speak with her 
boss despite her fears, and to have Faith that the Universe would provide the funds for her 



Journey. The next day, we received a message that not only had her boss agreed to the time-off, 
but he actually wrote a check to pay for her enrollment in the Pilgrimage!  

When E. met Her Holiness, he was a heroin addict and binge drinker. With the help of Holy 
Shaktipat Limpias and Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools, he was able to break free of addictions 
and embark on a Life of Selfless Service to humanity. Today he visits the same jails he was once 
locked up in, to pass on Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings to the inmates. His focus is to 
support the Golden Energy in himself and others, and no longer feed degrading forces. He is now 
living his Brightest Soul Purpose: helping others and being of service in every way possible.  

D. shared that while volunteering for Impeccable Warrior of Light and implementing daily 
Spiritual Protection practices, a cousin who previously had one premature birth and a miscarriage 
was able to conceive and deliver a healthy, full-term baby! 

A. had been engaged to her partner of many years. Close to the wedding date, after a decade of 
being together, he not only cancelled the wedding, but also completely broke up with her. She 
was distraught, obsessed with the desire to be re-united and could not stop crying. Tormented by 
grief, regrets, abandonment issues and fear of the future, she made arrangements for multiple 
sessions of Holy Shaktipat Limpias. With the showers of Grace received from Holy Mother’s 
Prayers, and her own daily Spiritual Protection work, in three weeks she was healed of victim 
programming and needy tendencies. Suddenly, without blame or shame, she was able to clearly 
see the self-destructive patterns within herself and accept responsibility for the drama she had 
been creating throughout her Life. With new Awareness based in Self Love, she was also able to 
recognize that this Life moment was an opportunity instead of a curse. Impeccable Warrior of 
Light Teachings and Tools enabled her to break free of debilitating patterns and the pain-full past.   

K. heard about Peace Mother while undergoing treatment for a rare and aggressive form of 
cancer. She was very weak from months of chemotherapy and radiation, but after receiving a 
Holy Shaktipat Limpia Prayer from Peace Mother, K. felt a tremendous improvement in her 
energy level. After this session, K began offering Seva with the Faith that the Impeccable Warrior 
of Light Tools and Teachings would accelerate her Healing and allow her Life to transform in the 
Brightest Way possible. Soon thereafter, K. chose to stop conventional medical treatment while 
continuing to implement daily Impeccable Warrior of Light Spiritual Protection Practices 
including chanting, listening to Peace Mother’s Mantra albums and using the Shamanic Healing 
Rattle over the affected areas. Within months she was declared by doctors to be in remission, and 
a few months later, her scans were found to be clear of any disease. K. continues to Joy-fully 
offer Seva and enjoys a renewed Life filled with Compassion, Love, Strength, Abundance, and 
Peace.  

D. and J. were a harmonious couple until they moved to their new home on a farm. As Time 
passed, D. noticed her husband was alarmingly withdrawn and that when she attempted to discuss 
their challenges, they ended up in heated arguments. The relationship was now in jeopardy, as 
they both found themselves questioning whether they should remain married. After reading The 
Impeccable Warrior of Light book, D. realized they had both slid into the habit of using 
increasing amounts of foul language in their communication with each other. As well, they had 
both drifted from their previous Spiritual Practices and felt inner and outer emptiness. Having 
gained awareness of the energies that can inhabit a home or space, she began to suspect that the 
couple’s downward spiral was due to the land being haunted and quickly arranged for a Holy 
Shaktipat Limpia to be conducted over the phone. During the call Peace Mother confirmed that 
the couple’s drifting apart, health issues and decreasing spiritual practices were caused by the 
malicious energies residing in their home and Land. Holy Mother also provided D. instructions on 



the steps she should take in order to remove the injurious forces. D. followed the instructions and 
later wrote that the Spiritual Protection Work had saved her marriage and created rapid 
improvement in all areas of their lives!  

In another couple’s case, P. experienced discomfort in her new home from the beginning. As the 
months passed she witnessed that her partner now consumed large amounts of liquor and that she 
was sinking to new depths of depression. Their finances began to dwindle after an unusual string 
of “bad luck” that resulted in unusual expenses and un-expected losses. On top of that, her pets 
began to experience mysterious skin lesions and she began to feel overwhelmed by their 
problems. Luckily for them, P. arranged a phone session with Peace Mother for a Holy Shaktipat 
Limpia. During the call, Peace Mother bestowed Training which clarified to P. the evil nature of 
the ugly energies present in the home. After the Holy Shaktipat Limpia Prayers, P. no longer felt 
weak or afraid. Instead she felt infused with Divine Strength, Determination, Faith and an iron-
strong connection to her Divine Protectors. Holy Mother directed P. to the list of ingredients and 
techniques in The Impeccable Warrior of Light book, which P. began to implement. Armed with 
Peace Mother’s Mantra albums and other Sacred Tools, P. enthusiastically put into action the plan 
recommended by Holy Mother. In a short amount of time P. transformed her home, partner, pets, 
and Life Force!  

V. and her 6 year old daughter M. constantly saw a stream of shadows and distorted entities 
flowing into their home. These hostile energies affected each of them in various ways. They 
affected M. with severe mood swings. One day V. asked M. to help her do a minor chore and M. 
began to cry hysterically. V. realized that her daughter’s reaction was extreme and had to be due 
to an attached entity. V. suddenly remembered she had purchased two Blessed Shamanic Healing 
Rattles and quickly ran to find them. When she began to rattle around M., V. witnessed that M.’s 
mood improved dramatically immediately. The child suddenly went from heavy resistance to a 
Happy, Serene mood and told V. that she was excited to help with the chore!  

V. was also experiencing challenges with her ex-husband, her career as a lawyer and her role as a 
single mother, so she arranged for a Holy Shaktipat Limpia with the Holy Mother. The Holy 
Mother revealed to V. that the home was sitting on land where much violence had taken place. 
Holy Mother instructed V. on what music and Mantras to play in order to heal the energies of 
genocide. Peace Mother also instructed V. on the rituals and ingredients that would seal the 
vortex. V. also arranged for Holy Mother to conduct a Ceremony there and after the Ceremony, 
V. and her daughter shared that the entities were no longer entering their home. With the 
Blessings received from Peace Mother’s Holy Shaktipat Limpias, Wisdom Teachings and 
Impeccable Warrior of Light ingredients, the evil portal was sealed!   

C. arranged a Holy Shaktipat Limpia session with Holy Mother because since his mother had 
passed on, he was consumed with grief. It had been over a year and he was still in a deep 
depression. With Peace Mother’s Wisdom Teachings and the infusion of Light that occurred 
during the session, he immediately experienced Freedom from suffering. Not only was he healed 
of the grief demon, his business began to prosper in amazing ways. He was so moved by the 
miracles that took place that he began to volunteer so others could also know about Impeccable 
Warrior of Light Tools and Training.  

 

 

 



LIVE YOUR BRIGHTEST DESTINY: A RADIANT MODERN LIFE 
 

The Impeccable Warrior of Light Sacred Tools and techniques have been created to empower you 
to live as a Champion of Light. If you desire to experience more Joy, Prosperity, Love, Strength, 
Self Confidence and Soul satisfaction in your Life, know you are in the right place…and with 
these tools and Teachings you can finally become free of the obstacles that have been holding you 
back from living your Brightest Destiny!  
 
Regardless of outer conditions, students from various life paths have experienced the potent 
benefits of practicing daily Spiritual Protection…and you can too. Not only can Spiritual 
Protection practices uplift every area of your Life, they can also help you quickly become the 
person you are destined to be: a Balanced, Harmonic, Healthy, Wise, Creative, Spiritual, 
EmPowered Impeccable Warrior of Light! 
 

 
 
 

COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
Why should I implement Spiritual Protection?  
In the podcast Living as an Impeccable Warrior of Light, Peace Mother provides three answers: 
“First, because it is your Soul Essence to be an Impeccable Warrior of Light. Secondly, it is what 
God created you to be. Third, your Life flows much better when you do!”  
 
In The Impeccable Warrior of Light book, Peace Mother shares that when you do not practice 
Excellent Spiritual Protection, the inflow of psychic debris that flows into your auric field on a 
daily basis remains and becomes darker and larger each day. Just as a home that is never cleaned 
becomes covered with dust, grime, and dangerous bacteria, when you do not cleanse your 
energetic field every day, negative energies settle within you. If you do not remove particles and 
patches of darkness…if you do not infuse your self with Radiant Light each day, the darkness 
within will weigh you down with torturous thoughts and destructive patterns.  
 
Malicious forces obscure the Light and therefore create holes in your Protective Shield of Light. 
Through those holes, more dark forces can enter your Soul and fragment your Golden Energy. 
For your Golden Life Force to remain un-encumbered, and your Golden Light Force to be its 
brightest, it is necessary to clear your mind-body-spirit and your home every day. Our Impeccable 
Warrior of Light website was created to provide you with easy-to-use Sacred Tools for removing 
sabotaging energies and at the same time activate the Light within your mind, body and Soul. 
 
Does this apply to me? 
Yes, the human condition is Universal. We all have one challenge or another, and we all have 
access to the Grace that is the Eternal Remedy for resolving and healing our issues. Impeccable 
Warrior of Light Tools and Training can enhance everyone’s Life. Just as others have seen 
miraculous results, changes and improvement, so can you! These energetic Tools and Teachings 
are part of a Divine Formula that grants Freedom from suffering, obstructions and burdens. The 
Impeccable Warrior of Light website offers you various types of Sacred Tools, each of which 
supports your Light expansion.    
 
For instance, some people resonate with Holy Mother’s Mantra music and use it to supplement 
their chanting and mediation practices. Others are drawn to the Altar Work and Sacred 



Ceremony, while many Healers utilize Her Spiritual Protection training to assist them while they 
perform various types of Healing Work.  
 
One yoga practitioner initially did not feel pulled to use any of the Impeccable Warrior of Light 
Spiritual Protection Tools, however after receiving a Holy Shaktipat Limpia session, he 
experienced feeling more deeply drawn to his pranayama and yoga practices. He began 
implementing them with more consistency and fervor, and soon thereafter began to experience 
cosmic visions and profound dreams, as well as Greater Patience, Self Love and inner Peace.  
 
Is Impeccable Warrior of Light associated with a certain religion or group? 
No, the Spiritual Protection Tools and Training we offer are Universal Tools. They benefit babies 
while in the womb, children, young ones, teenagers, adults and elders. Regardless of anyone’s 
chosen path, their Light will be amplified by Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings and Tools. 
Around the world, students have praised this Training for accelerating their spiritual unfoldment. 
Regardless of what Spiritual Path you resonate with, you can also experience a quickening of 
your vibration and expansion of Consciousness.   
 
Are the Impeccable Warrior of Light Tools compatible with other Spiritual Practices? 
Absolutely! These Ancient, proven Light Activators can improve the Power and Peace of your 
existing practices. They can spark richer Enthusiasm, Dedication and Devotion for your Path. 
Through consistent implementation, these Sacred Tools remove resistance, lethargy, and 
procrastination by igniting greater Devotion, Clarity and focus within you. As you peel away 
layers of interfering forces, meditation and other Spiritual disciplines can be easier and your 
Divine experiences can be more profound. As the Golden Virtues within you are enhanced 
Radiantly, you can be Triumphant in situations that previously would have daunted you.   
 
Will this help me truly find Happiness, fulfillment and Peace? 
Peace Mother writes, “Your mission on Earth is to whole-Heartedly serve the Forces of Light by 
recognizing, cultivating and honoring your inner Greatness, Purity, Harmony, Wisdom, Balance 
and Peace. As other Impeccable Warriors of Light have done, you can accomplish this through 
steadfast Devotion to the Dharma, the Goodness of the Universe. Each moment you align with 
the Universal Positive Spiritual Principles that bolster humanity’s EnLightenment, you increase 
the Light within your self. Whatever your position, conditions, or experiences, the goal is the 
same: to serve the Light with all your Might. I assure you that if you employ the Luminous Tools 
and Training consistently, you will reach a point of Light where you no longer allow trials to 
separate you from your Luminous Nature. Living in that state is Soul-satisfying and your Soul 
Harmony does bestow waves of Peace and Happiness in all areas of your Life.” 
 
Both a friend of mine and I have a life-threatening illness and in my weakened condition all 
this information seems overwhelming. Where do I begin?  
You can begin by practicing the Teachings and working with the basic Tools, one step at a time. 
None of this is difficult to implement, yet as easy as it is to do, it yields BIG results. Peace 
Mother enCourages everyone to begin daily Spiritual Protection practices by clearing your home, 
body and space immediately. This can be done with the Blessed Shamanic Healing Rattle or by 
simply playing Holy Mother’s Mantra and Music albums. Peace Mother’s voice is Divine 
Mother’s miraculous voice, which delivers profound healing with each sound. As well, for 
constant support, we recommend you obtain The Impeccable Warrior of Light book. Holy 
Mother’s enthusiasm is contagious and having Her Wisdom Teachings with you will allow you to 
refer to it anytime you desire Clarity and Inspiration.   
 
To speed up a healing and transformation process, if you are able to, we highly recommend 



arranging a Holy Shakitpat Limpia session with Peace Mother as soon as possible. Holy Shaktipat 
Limpias are Peace Mother’s Prayers which create an immediate whirlwind of Grace that carries 
away negativity debris and layers of interference, so you and your loved ones can quickly regain 
Life force and live your Brightest Destiny. Sought after by those dealing with cases of cancer, 
PTSD, bi-polar syndrome, depression, addictions and other debilitating conditions, Peace 
Mother’s Prayers have delivered showers of Healing Grace to beings of all ages, around the 
world.    
 
Can I use whatever I learn to also help my friend? 
In The Impeccable Warrior of Light book Holy Mother shares many techniques and tools you can 
utilize to assist your dear ones. Her Holiness reveals the ways she conducts remote healing for 
beings, places and situations, providing a thorough list of sacred healing ingredients. These 
techniques and Sacred Tools are easy to use and you can see quick results, as have others 
throughout the world who are implementing Impeccable Warrior of Light Protection and Healing 
Wisdom.  
 
When should I get started? 
When it comes to breaking free of suffering and manifesting your greatest dreams, Holy Mother 
advises, “Move at Super Sonic Stellar Star Speed, dear one. The moment has arrived! Chop-chop, 
begin today to create the action necessary to liberate your self from limitations and torments. 
Don’t allow dark forces of procrastination to keep you imprisoned any longer. Get started right 
now…take Radiant action! Acquire the Sacred Tools and begin to establish a Golden vibration 
within and around your self that will draw to you the Infinite Protection, Prosperity, Support, and 
Radiance of the Universe. You CAN Amplify your Light in amazing ways! You CAN travel The 
Fast Track to your Brightest and Greatest Destiny!  
 
I send waves of Luminous Love to accompany you on every step of your Sacred Journey and call 
forth a constant stream of Mighty Victories for your Light…JAI JAI MAAAAAAAAAA!” 
 

 
 

TESTIMONIALS OF A GOLDEN LIFE 

“Peace Mother's Teachings connect you with your Heart and a ‘Knowing’ that was previously un-
tapped. There are so many lessons to master in Life, so much to discern...and Holy Mother's 
Teachings help us realize what we actually experience each day. I never thought I could be so 
connected to the Universe and all my Divine Protectors! Thank you Peace Mother! Keep sharing 
with us, I want to expand even more! Love to you,” ~A Determined Seeker, USA 

“I have been receiving the Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings from Peace Mother for years. 
To encapsulate my experiences through her Teachings…She has guided, nourished, cleansed and 
blessed my soul many times over. The Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings have been soul-
saving at some extremely challenging times…especially in the last 16 months. By implementing 
Peace Mother's Teachings and Impeccable Warrior of Light tools She recommends, my spiritual 
progress through this difficult time has taken place in hyper-speed. For that I am supremely 
blessed!  Her Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings help me to look at my challenges and 
experiences in a whole different light…they help me to stay in the light…that Grace-filled light. 
The Blessed Shamanic Healing Rattle is invaluable, as are the many other Impeccable Warrior of 
Light spiritual tools I have utilized to transform realities within me and around me. I am for-ever 
grateful.  JAI JAI MAA!”~An Impeccable Warrior of Light, USA 



“I am SO happy that Peace Mother has brought to humanity the Impeccable Warrior of Light 
Teachings! Peace Mother’s Teachings have shown me how to strengthen my connection with 
ALL my Protectors and my experiences have confirmed Her Teachings: Life is no longer a 
struggle when we have ample ways of remaining connected to Grace. Armed with all the 
Impeccable Warrior of Light tools and techniques, I feel I have all the power that exists in 
Heaven and Earth at my disposal! Thank you Peace Mother, endless praises to You for reminding 
me that I CAN live as an Impeccable Warrior of Light. This knowledge has amplified the Light in 
me, changing my Life in BIG ways—and I know it will benefit anyone else who puts it into 
practice! ~An Impeccable Warrior of Light, USA 

 
 

 
 

“All Paths lead to the Sacred Temple of the Heart, when you walk your Path with Love.  
Peace, Harmony, Happiness, Health, Wealth and Wisdom are sustained by  

Impeccable Spiritual Protection. By mastering Spiritual Protection,  
you naturally feel and emanate Luminous Love to all beings and realities.  

 
As you protect your Soul Essence, you can experience that YOU have the Power within  

you to heal suffering. Experience the Beauty, Power, Love and Light that exists within you… 
Begin living as an Impeccable Warrior of Light today… 

Let your LOVE flowwwwwwwwwww!” 
 

~ Peace Mother Geeta Sacred Song 
 

 


